OTHER TOOLS & SUPPLIES
- 1 complete Kam Snap + Kam Snap Pliers or Press*
- Coordinating thread and of course your sewing machine!
- Basic sewing supplies:
- Sewing machine & coordinating thread
- Iron & pressing surface
- Scissors & fabric shears
- Measuring tape & straight edge
- Fabric marker and quilting clips
* You can substitute a Kam Snap with Velcro if you wish; we recommend the “Iron On” type.

NOTES
This case will fit most “standard” sized tablets without a skin or with a slim skin, but if you’d like
your tablet to fit to a different size, simply measure the dimensions of your tablet (with or
without your skin, depending whether you’d like to keep the skin on when the tablet goes in
the case) and add 1.5 – 2” to those dimensions, according to the desired snugness of the
final fit.

CUTTING
Fabric A
- Cut (2) 11” x 9-1/2” rectangles
- Cut (1) Flap piece from the Tablet Case Template
Fabric B
- Cut (2) 11” x 9-1/2” rectangles & (1) 5-1/2” x 10” rectangle
- Cut (1) Flap piece from the Tablet Case Template
Fusible Foam
- Cut (2) 10” x 7-3/4” rectangles

Fuse the (2) Fabric A rectangles and the Fabric B Flap by placing them Right
Sides down on your ironing surface and covering them with your cotton
interfacing, glue side down. Press well to bond the layers and trim the excess
interfacing.
Fuse the Fabric A Flap in the same manner, using Fusible Fleece.

ASSEMBLY
1. Sew the (2) Flap pieces, Right Sides
together, with a 1/4” seam around the sides
and bottom; leave the top edge open.
2. Trim the curved corners, turn the Flap Right
Side out and press the seam.
3. Topstitch around the bottom & sides of the
Flap with a 1/8” seam allowance.
4. Turn & press a 1/2” fold, Right Sides
together, along the top edges of all 11” x
9-1/2” rectangles (Fabrics A & B), and a
1/4” fold along the bottom edges.
5. Turn & press a 1/4” fold along both
sides of each rectangle in the same
manner.
6. Fold & press your 5-1/2” x 10” Fabric B strip
lengthwise, Wrong Sides together, so that the long
edges meet at the center of the strip.

7. Center the Fabric B strip on (1) Fabric A rectangle as shown,
with the strip’s Wrong Side against the Shell’s Right Side. Pin &
topstitch in place with a 1/8” seam allowance, and trim any
excess length from the strip.

8. Layer (1) 10” x 7-3/4” rectangle of fusible foam between the Fabric A rectangle which has
the strip and (1) Fabric B rectangle, with their Wrong Sides inward. Press well to bond the
layers.
Note: the foam will be a little smaller than the cotton pieces - this is correct.
9. Layer the second pair of Fabric A & B rectangles, with the second
piece of foam between them. However, this time you’ll insert the Flap
between the foam & Fabric B, with its Fabric A side toward the
outside (Fabric A recangle) and its Fabric B side toward the inside
(Fabric B rectangle).
Press the layers to bond them.

9. To miter your corners, first fold in each corner so that its diagonal fold line crosses through
intersection of the creases from Steps 4-5. Then fold the fabric’s edges along these
pre-existing creases, overlapping the diagonal fold you just made.
Press the corners to smooth out any wrinkles.

10. Mark the Kam Snap placement on Fabric B strip. The snap
will be centered on the strip’s vertical axis, about 3/4” from
the fabric’s top edge.
Install the base of your Kam Snap as directed by the
instructions on the packaging of your snap press/pliers.

11. Topstitch along the top edges of the front & back units with a 1/8” seam allowance, to
finish the edge and secure the Flap in place.
12. Place the front & back units together, Fabric B sides facing, and clip in place. Topstitch
the (2) pieces together with a 1/8” seam allowance.

13. Fold the Flap over to its “closed” position and press it lightly
with your iron, just enough so that the snap on the front piece
makes a bump through the Flap.
Unfold the Flap and mark the placement of the snap’s top half
on its Fabric B side, directly over the bump.
14. Install the top half of your Kam Snap as directed by the
tool’s packaging, and you’re done!
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